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He saves others from their troubles. Who will save him?He saves others from their troubles. Who will save him?

A bus driver with an extraordinary and powerful gift. A macabre killer on a desperate search.

A dark, threatening evil suddenly unleashed. The girl who will bring them together this fateful evening.

Bus driver Rory Fine has a gift. He takes troubles from others with just a touch. On a rain-swept night he asks his

glum passengers to leave their worrisome emotions in his palm. But someone aboard hides a deadly and dangerous

secret.

This kind act takes him into a perilous battle with a menacing dark entity. Now he must reveal his own closely

guarded secret to Mariana, a passenger he's come to love but barely knows. For someone more powerful than he

stalks her and kills in a macabre and sickening way.  But it's not just Mariana who's in danger but the very fabric of

the world. 

This sweet and gentle bus driver will need to discover a strength he may not possess. For when the Trepan Killer

wants you, there's nowhere to run. Nowhere to hide. Can Rory stop the Trepan Killer? To do so, he will face more than

the killer. He'll face his own harrowing past.
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From International best-selling thriller author Susan MayInternational best-selling thriller author Susan May comes another page-turner keeping readers up way past

their bedtime. The Troubles Keeper is a non-stop supernatural suspense ride, with memorable characters you will

love and a world you will not want to leave.
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